INTRODUCTION
Let S be a semigroup with zero which is a semilattice of groups. In [6] , McMorris showed that the semigroup of quotients Q = Q(S) corresponding to the filter of "dense" right ideals of the semigroup S is also a semilattice of groups. He accomplished this by noting that Q is a regular semigroup in which all idempotents are central, an equivalent formulation of a semilattice of groups.
In this paper we develop the semigroup of quotients Q corresponding to an arbitrary right quotient filter on S (as defined herein) and note the above result in this more general setting by explicitly constructing a semigroup which is isomorphic to Q. We also see that the underlying semilattice for Q in this case is isomorphic to a semigroup of quotients of the original semilattice for the semigroup S.
PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper we shall assume that the reader is familiar with the basic terminology of and results on semigroups, as presented in Clifford and Preston [l, 21. Unless otherwise noted each semigroup S will contain a zero (0). Note that an R.Q.F. 9 is closed under finite intersections since A n B = r;l(B) where A, B E 9.
Several types of right quotient filters are known. One example is the class 8, of "dense" ideals defined by McMorris in [5] . Another example is the class 9, of intersection large right ideals of S as defined by Feller and Gantos in [3] . When S has the right common multiple property with respect to its semigroup of cancellative elements C, i.e., SC n CS # f~ for each s E S, c E C then it can be shown that the class Po of ideals of S which contain cancellative elements is also a right quotient filter for S.
Let 9 be a right quotient filter of S and define a relation # = +&S) by $9(S) = ((s, t): sx = tx for all x E E for some E E .9}.
One can show that $ is actually a congruence on S. We call this congruence the P-torsion congruence on S. Semigroups of quotients corresponding to an arbitrary right quotient filter 9 on S can be constructed in a manner similar to those of Johnson [4] and Utumi [9] for rings. The construction is outlined as follows:
Let It is easily seen that the mapping 4: S + Q by r&s) = Bs is a representation of S in Q. This representation is one-to-one if and only if $9(S) is the identity congruence on S.
In [5] , McMorris considered the semigroup Qh(S) of right quotients with respect to 8, . The author has made a separate study of the semigroup Qr(S) of quotients with respect to 9,. Results of this study will appear in a separate paper. We might also note that when S has the right common multiple property with respect to the semigroup of cancellative elements C of S then the semigroup of right quotients corresponding to B, is the classical semigroup of quotients of S. Recall that a semigroup T with identity containing S is a classical semigroup of quotients for S if each cancellative element of S has a two sided inverse in T and, if each element of T can be written in the form SC&, s E S, c E C.
SEMIGROUPS OF RIGHT QUOTIENTS OF A SEMIGROUP WHICH Is A SEMILATTICE OF GROUPS
In this section we shall introduce pointwise multiplication of maps. The symbol I'." will be used to denote this multiplication (i.e., f * g(x) = f(x)g(x) where x E Df n D&. Ordinary multiplication of elements in a semigroup and multiplication induced by composition of maps will be denoted by juxtaposition. Throughout the section, unless otherwise stated, S will denote a semigroup with 0 which is a semilattice Y of groups {Gu}asY where Y is isomorphic to the semilattice E of idempotents of S. By Theorem 4.11 of Clifford and Preston [l], S admits a system {~~a}~<~ of group homomorphisms where OL, /l E Y and 7ra*: G, + G, such that rrUsrrsy = 7rav for ar < #3 < y, and ab = ?~:~(a) tis(b) if a E G, and b E GB . Conversely, if S is a union of a semilattice Y of groups {Gor}aeY for which a system of homomorphisms as above is defined then S becomes a semilattice of groups by defining ab = rs&41 IxNol h w ere a E G, and b E GB . The same theorem also yields the following. PROPOSITION 1. A semigroup S is a semilattice of groups ;S S is regular and the idempotents of S are in the center.
In [6] , McMorris showed that &(S) is also a semilattice of groups by noting that the conditions of the above proposition are satisfied. Minor modifications of the proofs in [6] yield the same result for an arbitrary right quotient filter on S. In this section we shall prove the result for an arbitrary right quotient filter B on S by actually constructing a semilattice of groups which is isomorphic to &a(S).
We begin by stating several facts concerning the semigroup S which are easily proved from the definition of S and the above proposition. PROPOSITION 2. Let S = IJarsy G, be a semilattice Y of groups (GJapy and let E be the semilattice of idempotents of S.
(a) The semilattice Y is isomorphic to the semilattice E under the map OT -+ e, where e, is the identity of the group G, , 01 E Y.
(b) Each one-sided ideal of S is a two-sided ideal of S.
(c) Each ideal of S is of the form D = E'S where E' = D n E. Furthermore, for each ideal E' of E, E'S n E = E'. (f) Each homomorphic image of S is also a semilattice of groups.
The following lemma is valid for any regular semigroup S. 
Thus f E Hom,(D, S). Now let f E Hom,(D, S) and let d, d' be as above. D) and equality follows.
Note that the above lemma shows that Rj C Df where Df is a two-sided ideal of S and f c Homs(D, , S).
Again, let S = &.r G, be a semilattice of groups with semilattice of idempotents E. The projection map p:S -+ E given by p(s) = e, where s E G, , 01 E: Y, is easily seen to be a homomorphism of S onto E. Let E' be any ideal of E. The next proposition gives several properties of S-homomorphisms and E-homomorphisms on E'. We claim that f-l(D,) n E = f'-l(EJ.
Let e E f -l(D,) n E. Then e E Dj n E = El and f'(e) = f (e) E D, n E = E2 . Thus e E f '-l(EJ. Now let e E f '-l(EJ. This implies that f (e) = f '(e) E E, C D, . Hence e E f -l(DJ n E and the claim follows. Therefore, since f -l(D,) E 9, we have f'-l(E.J = f -l(D,) n E E 8'. N ow, let El = D, n E E 8' where D, E 9 and suppose that El 2 E2 . Then D, = E,S C E,S E B and E, = E,S n E by Proposition 2(c). Therefore, 8' is a right quotient filter on E.
Conversely, let 8' be a right quotient filter on E and let 9 = {E'S : E' E g"}. Let El and E2 E 9' and let f E Hom,(EIS, S) = Hom&E,S, E,S). If f' = f 1 El then pf' E Hom,QE, , EJ = HomE(E, , E). We claim that f-l(E,S) = [pf 'I-l(E,)S. Let x E f -l(E&'), say x E G, . Then e, E El by Proposition 2(d) and pf'(e,) = pf'(xx-l) = pf(xx-l)
pf(x) p(x-l) = pf (x)e, E p(E,S)e, = E,e, C E, . Thus x = e,x E @J~']-~(EJS. Now suppose x E [pf ']-l(E,)S. Then x = e,y E EIS where pf '(em) E Ez . We also have f (e,J = f'(e,) = pf '(em) f '(e,) E E,S. Thus, f(x) = f (e,)y E E&9.
Hence it follows that f -l(E,S) = [pf 'I-l(E,)S E 8. The remainder of the proof is straightforward and will be omitted.
Let B be any right quotient filter on S, and let 9" = 9 1 E be the corresponding right quotient filter on E as given by the above theorem. Let F(E) = uEtEg, HomE(E', E) be the semigroup of partial E-homomorphisms of EE with respect to 8'. Then by Lemma 3 we also have F(E) = U E'Eb' HomE(E', E'). Define f(e) g(e) = f (eg(e)) = f(g(e)) = fg(e)-(b) Let e, E R,., . Then there exists e ED, n D, such that e, = f * g(e) = f(e) g(e) E RP n R, . Now let e, = f (e) = g(e') E R, n R, . Then ee' E Df n D, and f * g(ee') = f (e)e' g(e')e = f (e)eg(e')e' = f(e) g(e') = e,e, = err. Thus, we have e, E R,., . Furthermore, by Lemma 6 j.=E=fy=gT= g7 = ~3 and the result follows.
Let E be the semilattice of idempotents of the semigroup S where S is the union of the semilattice Y of groups G, , CY E Y. For each ideal I of E define '5 = ix E I-&I G : For each e, , e, EI such that e, < e, , x(e&e, = x(e,+J}. The set GI is also characterized by the following, where {~Es}E,BE,,o,~B are the defining homomorphisms on S.
LEMMA 8. For each ideal I of E, G1 = {x E I-&I G, : for euch e, < e, E I, raB[x(e6)] = x(ea)} = {x E Horn&, s): px = 13.
Proof. Let A denote the first set described above and B the second one. Let x E GJ and let e, < es E I. Then x(eJ = x(eae,) = x(e,Je, = gd[x(es)] vza(e,) = 7rz[x(es)] 7rnB(eB) = rz[x(ee)eB] = v/[x(eJJ, and it follows that x E A. Now, let x E A, and let e, E E and e, E I. Then x(eseJ = x(eeJ = &3&h = $Me~)l~~a(eaeu) = 44ea -Thus x E Horn&, S) and clearly px = cI. So, we have x E B. Finally, let x E B. Since px = cI , we have x E nB EI G, , and since x E Horn&, S) it follows that x E G, . Therefore, the equalitfes are valid. LEMMA 9. G,is a subg~ol~p ofneaE,G,.
Proof. Clearly, 1 = Lo E G1 . For each x, y E G1 and for each e, , e, E I, x . y-l(e,,Je, = x(eB)e,[y(es)e,]-l = x(ese,)[y(ese,)]-r = x . y-l(ese,). Therefore, x . y-l E Gr and it follows that GI is a group.
A right ideal R of a semigroup S is called a retract of S if there exists f E Hom,(S, S) such that R = j(S) and f 1 R = ~~ . It is easily seen that R is a retract of S iff R =f(S) for somef2 = f E Hom,(S, S). The next theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for an ideal of a semilattice E to be a retract of E. The theorem is essentially a restatement of Theorem 2.4.9, [7, p. 301. THEOREM 10. An ideal I of a semilattice E is a retract of E isf for each eEE, thereexists 8EIsuch that(l)&<eand(2)zfe'EIsuch that e'<e then e' < e". The class %7 = V(E) of all retracts of E is a semilattice under intersection. Furthermore, the map z/ : Hom,(E, E) -+ 5? by z,b( f) = Rf is a ;~~~ic-isomorphism onto (g, n). If I E V, #-l(I) = f where f(e) = & for Let B be a right quotient filter on S, and let 9' = B ( E. Let V = {I : I is a retract of some E' E 9'} and for each f~Qgj(E), let %f = {Ii, : f e3j. Define a relation W' on H by xw'y iff x,y are both members of the same H, and there exist I E %'f such that x 1 I = y 1 I. The next lemma shows that this is a congruence on H. In the proof we use the properties given in Lemma 6 without mention. Let I = I1 n I, which is a member of %?"i. Clearly, x1 1 I = xs 1 I and we have x,wfx2 . Since H, is a semilattice of groups and hence an inverse semigroup, it follows from Section 7.4 of Clifford and Preston [2] that G, = Hr/wf is a regular semigroup with a unique idempotent and thus a group. Now suppose that x&xp wheref, g E F(S). We have x, E GR,,, and X~E GR , and since x+'x. , pf' = pg'. Furthermore, by the definition of o' there exis?s h~pf)=pg'such that x,IR,=x,]R,.LetE'EV such that hlE'= pf' ) E' = pg' 1 E'. Then for each e e E', we havef'(e) = f'pj'(e) = x,pf'(e)= xJr(e). Similarly, g'(e) = x$(e). However, xr 1 R, = x, 1 Rh . Therefore, f'(e) = g'(e), and it follows from Lemma 16 thatfwg.
We can now show that T is isomorphic to Q@(S).
THEOREM 18. Define @: Q&S) -+ T by @(g/w) = X&U'. Then Cp is u7t isomorphism from Q&S) onto T.
Proof. By Lemma 17, Cp is well defined and one-to-one, and by Lemma 15 Q, is onto. It remains to show that (9 is a semigroup isomorphism. If g, , g, EF(S) then it is sufficient to show that xlI1~pe~'~Olrz . Note that WI'> -(a') I Pgl n Dgs n E) = P(gd' I Pgl n Dg, n El.
Thus, we have po' = (pgl') f (pgz') = j. Since x&l, = g,' -.d I (R,,; n Rpg29 = Jbg+(,,~)
by Lemma 6 and xglgg = (glgJ' ] R,,lgz , it follows that xO,xg, and xolge are both in Hf. Let 1= R(l)gl+(DgZI) n RP(glgl)r ~%gf. Then by Lemma 6(b) we may rewrite I = R,, I n R,, , n R,tglgz)t . For each e ~1, x, * xg,(e) = x,,(e) xg,(e> = g&9 gab) = ~&&M = glg2(4 = xglgJ4 'Therefore x% 12 * x w'x V1sp , and the theorem follows.
COROLLARY 19. If S is a semilattice Y of groups G, , (Y E Y, and ;f E is the semilattice of idempotents of S then Qs(S) is a semilattice of groups where the indexing semilattice of Qa(S) is isomorphic to Q&E).
As an application, the above theorem also gives the structure of the semigroup of left translations of S since P = (S} is a right quotient filter on S. This was previously determined by Petrich in [8] .
